The uncertainty of new energy output from wind power is rarely considered in the monthly energy-trade scheduling. This causes many problems since the new energy penetration level increases. The fairness of the scheduled energy for the power suppliers is difficult to guarantee. Because the actual power system operation is far away from scheduling when the monthly energy-trade schedule is carried out, unnecessary wind curtailment might occur, and even the feasibility of monthly energy-trade schedule might not be guaranteed. This affects the security and reliability of the power system operation. In this paper, a new time-sequence simulation method for the monthly energy-trade scheduling is proposed, which considers the new energy power forecasting characteristic and the computational load problem of hourly energy-trade simulation in the remaining months. The proposed method is based on a segment modelling strategy. The power generation in the scheduling month is optimized hourly, and the energy generation is optimized in the subsequent months on a monthly basis. For the scheduling month, accurate cost function is applied in the objective function, and detailed short-term operation constraints and the new energy forecasting results are considered, which can guarantee the feasibility of the new monthly energy-trade scheduling and lay a solid foundation for daily dispatching. For the subsequent months, since the load forecast accuracy is lower and no wind power forecasting results could be used, the rough cost function is applied, and only monthly constraints are considered. To ensure a balance in the execution progress of each power generating entity, the simulation time-scale is set as the remainder of the months in the study year. The new approach ensures the fairness of power execution progress and improves the new energy consumption level. A case study was used to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method, which provides a theoretical reference for the monthly electrical energy-trade scheduling.
Introduction
Among the generation scheduling processes in China, the annual contract energy planning is carried out according to the contract energy of the generating companies and the national scheduled energy. Then, the monthly energy-trade scheduling and daily generation dispatching are performed by shortening the time scale [1] . Monthly energy-trade scheduling is the intermediate link between the annual contract planning and daily dispatching. If the monthly energy-trade scheduling is improper, the annual contract energy may become difficult to complete. Therefore, the daily dispatching feasibility, operation economy, and security is impacted.
At present, most of the provincial power trading centers in China apply the average decomposition method for monthly energy-trade scheduling. In past decades, the average decomposition method was sufficient to solve the principal contradiction of the power balance. However, this method may be very simple and easy to be implement, but its predominant factors such as the operation condition are not comprehensive enough [2] . Moreover, since the end of the 20th century, with the increasing energy gap and deteriorating ecology, the other drawbacks of the average decomposition method, i.e., lack of energy conservation and emission reduction techniques, have become increasingly prominent. Realizing these drawbacks, some studies [3, 4] optimized the formulation of monthly energy-trade scheduling with respect to energy-saving power generation. For instance, a study [3] proposed the combination scheme and calculation method for the non-heating thermal power units of monthly energy-trade scheduling with regard to coal consumption and pollutant emission. Another study [4] expanded the optimization space of energy savings and emission reduction benefits from the time dimension, by optimizing the monthly unit commitment and the current electrical energy distribution. Some improved methods of the conventional units based on the average decomposition method can be found in Reference [5] [6] [7] . In the monthly trade scheduling method proposed in Reference [5] , the deviation of the load ratio was adjusted moderately, according to the comprehensive cost ranking results of the generation unit cost. A comprehensive consumption cost optimization method is proposed in Reference [6] , which considers the impact of the monthly electric energy nonlinear fluctuation on the relational consumption cost. On the basis of the unit electric energy integrative cost diversity of different generation units, a new monthly energy-trade scheduling method is proposed in Reference [7] , in which the unit electric energy integrative cost of the generation unit was weight-modified. The balance between the economic benefits, energy conservation, and emission reduction can be achieved using the method in Reference [7] . These research works considered the interests of generation units and power grid companies, as well as the social environment. As a result, the benefits of energy saving and emission reduction could be obtained, to some extent, in monthly energy-trade scheduling. However, these research works did not consider the environmental benefits of integrating renewable energy resources into the monthly power trade scheduling process.
In the existing research, the renewable energy units and the conventional units were mostly considered respectively and serially in the monthly energy-trade scheduling. In other words, the remaining load power was reserved for the traditional units in the monthly energy-trade scheduling once the renewable energy power generation is deducted, according to the total load power. This method is feasible when the penetration level of renewable energy is low. However, with the increasing penetration of renewable energy, generation scheduling of thermal power units is influenced by the high volatility, randomness, and intermittence of the renewable energy. A study [8] proposed a market clearing model for energy and reserve products, in coordinated power and gas networks with the integration of compressed air energy storage and wind energy sources (WES), based on two-stage stochastic network-constrained unit commitment. In Reference [9] , a sustainable day-ahead scheduling of the grid-connected home-type micro-grids with the integration of distributed energy resources and responsive load demand was co-investigated, and an efficient energy management system optimization algorithm was studied. A novel control algorithm for joint demand response management and thermal comfort optimization in micro-grids equipped with renewable energy sources and energy storage units was presented in Reference [10] . In Reference [11] , a simulation-based optimization approach for the design of an EMS in grid-connected photovoltaic-equipped micro-grids with a heterogeneous occupancy schedule was presented. The research studies above could effectively cope with the energy-optimizing problems with large-scale integration of renewable energy into the grid. However, these research studies were all for the micro-grids, which were very different from the regional power grid studied in this paper, and the optimizing time scale is also different from this paper. For the monthly energy-trade scheduling problem with the large-scale integration of renewable energy studied in this paper, the risk of the thermal power units not completing the annual contract energy planning is much higher. The fairness requirement of the deviation from the annual base power completion rate is also difficult to meet. At the same time, because the previous methods of monthly energy-trade scheduling focus on the economics of electricity decomposition, and do not consider the difficulty in implementing the subsequent daily dispatching, it might result in unnecessary water and wind curtailment when the clean energy output fluctuation is large. What is more, the operation feasibility might be difficult to guarantee, which may affect the security and reliability of the operation [12] [13] [14] [15] . Therefore, with the large-scale integration of renewable energy into the grid, the following new formulating principles of monthly energy-trade scheduling should be followed.
•
The feasibility of power generation scheduling should be ensured [16] .
Impartial and open dispatching requirements should be met [17] .
The benefits of energy conservation and emission reduction should be considered, which means priority should be given to renewable energy units [18] [19] [20] .
As mentioned above, existing methods such as the average decomposition method, the deviation of load ratio method, etc. cannot meet all the above principles. Therefore, a new method tailored around three principles is needed. The time-sequence simulation method is an effective method to solve optimizing problems with multiple variables. With this method, the various complex constraints, including fairness and operation, can be comprehensively considered and higher resolutions can be achieved. In recent years, the time-sequence simulation method has been widely used in the power system area, such as in the modelling of the annual wind power trade scheduling and the low-carbon benefit evaluation [21, 22] . A previous study [23] applied the time-sequence simulation method to the daily dispatching and ultra-short-term scheduling including wind power. Another study [24] optimized the monthly unit commitment model, including wind turbines with the time-sequence simulation method. The literature [25] attempted to apply the time-sequence simulation method to model monthly energy-trade scheduling. However, Reference [25] focused on optimizing the distribution of electricity during the scheduling month, whereas the economics and fairness of electricity distribution in other months of the year were not considered.
Based on the above research, this paper proposes a new time-sequence simulation method for monthly energy-trade scheduling, based on the segment-formulating strategy. The simulation time-scale is set as the remaining months of the year, so as to ensure a balance in the execution progress of each power generation entity. Optimizing convergence and efficiency can be ensured, by applying the strategy of optimizing the generation power hourly in the scheduling month and optimizing the generation energy monthly in subsequent months. The proposed method considers the power generation characteristics of various energy units and improve the consumption capability of renewable energy. Thus, it enhances the efficiency of energy conservation and emission reduction of the power grid by considering several operational constraints in the scheduling month (the following month). It can maintain the balance of the annual base electrical energy completion rate of each thermal power unit more efficiently. Thus, the fairness of execution of the generation schedule is realized. The comprehensive consideration of the system operation constraints significantly improves the feasibility of the generation schedule and provides a good foundation for subsequent daily dispatching.
Modelling Concept and Method
As stated previously, methods such as average decomposition and the deviation of the load ratio cannot effectively solve the problem of formulating the monthly energy-trade scheduling, when the renewable energy is absorbed by the power grid on a large scale. However, the time-sequence simulation method is a dynamic optimization method simulated by setting up an objective function and the relevant constraints. It is characterized by both long-time and short-time scales. In the long-time scale, the optimal values at each time point can be accumulated and the sum can be macroscopically restricted by the fairness constraints. In the short time scale, the optimal solutions can be obtained considering the detailed operation constraints at each time interval. The time-sequence simulation method matches with the modelling demand of monthly energy-trade scheduling. Therefore, the time-sequence simulation method is very suitable for the modelling of the monthly energy-trade scheduling.
To improve the operation economy and utilization rate of renewable energy, the objective function of the model is to minimize the combined costs including the coal consumption cost, peaking cost, start-up and shutdown cost, hydropower abandoning cost, wind power curtailment cost, and nuclear power peak shaving cost in the remaining months. To better consider multiple factors during the actual power operation, the annual constraints, monthly constraints, and short-term constraints are all considered. In the annual constraints, the energy completion rate deviation constraints are introduced to meet the power generation fairness requirement. The monthly power energy balance constraints for each generation unit are considered in the monthly constraints, to ensure reasonable allocation of the monthly scheduling energy. Operation constraints including the generator characteristic constraints, power balance constraints, and spinning reserve constraints are considered in the hourly short-term constraints, to reduce the deviation between monthly scheduling and daily dispatching, and improve the schedule feasibility. According to the typical time-sequence simulation method, the monthly energy-trade scheduling problem is modelled and simulated on an hourly basis, from the beginning of the decision point to the end of the whole year. The detailed process is shown in Figure 1 .
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To improve the operation economy and utilization rate of renewable energy, the objective function of the model is to minimize the combined costs including the coal consumption cost, peaking cost, start-up and shutdown cost, hydropower abandoning cost, wind power curtailment cost, and nuclear power peak shaving cost in the remaining months. To better consider multiple factors during the actual power operation, the annual constraints, monthly constraints, and short-term constraints are all considered. In the annual constraints, the energy completion rate deviation constraints are introduced to meet the power generation fairness requirement. The monthly power energy balance constraints for each generation unit are considered in the monthly constraints, to ensure reasonable allocation of the monthly scheduling energy. Operation constraints including the generator characteristic constraints, power balance constraints, and spinning reserve constraints are considered in the hourly short-term constraints, to reduce the deviation between monthly scheduling and daily dispatching, and improve the schedule feasibility. According to the typical time-sequence simulation method, the monthly energy-trade scheduling problem is modelled and simulated on an hourly basis, from the beginning of the decision point to the end of the whole year. The detailed process is shown in Figure 1 . However, some problems are faced when using the typical time-sequence simulation method mentioned above in the modelling of monthly energy-trade scheduling.
•
During the optimizing months, the method is optimized on an hourly basis. A system operation with up to 8760 time intervals must be simulated. For large-scale power systems with hundreds of generation units, such a demand presents a massive scale optimization problem, which is difficult to solve.
Considering the low accuracy of long-term forecasting of wind power, water inflow, and the load, the simulation results in the months farther from the decision point might be vastly different from the actual operation, which may increase the wind and water curtailment level.
Therefore, it is neither necessary nor feasible to simulate the system operation in the whole period on an hourly basis. Some works in the literature proposed preliminary solutions to this problem. For example, Reference [26] proposed a segmented idea to simplify the calculation, but adopted the method of average segmentation throughout the process, which is too simplistic and does not conform to the physical characteristics of the accuracy of the predicted value decay with time. In another example, Reference [27] divided each day into three sections-peak, flat, and valley-which did not meet the law of change in prediction. Based on these ideas, a segment However, some problems are faced when using the typical time-sequence simulation method mentioned above in the modelling of monthly energy-trade scheduling.
Therefore, it is neither necessary nor feasible to simulate the system operation in the whole period on an hourly basis. Some works in the literature proposed preliminary solutions to this problem. For example, Reference [26] proposed a segmented idea to simplify the calculation, but adopted the method of average segmentation throughout the process, which is too simplistic and does not conform to the physical characteristics of the accuracy of the predicted value decay with time. In another example, Reference [27] divided each day into three sections-peak, flat, and valley-which did not meet the law of change in prediction. Based on these ideas, a segment modelling strategy for the monthly energy-trade scheduling is presented. The system simulation is former-accurate and after-rough. The remaining months are decomposed into the scheduling month and the subsequent months. The scheduling month is the next month after the decision point, and the subsequent months include the months after the scheduling month to the end of the year. For the scheduling month, since the load forecast accuracy is higher and wind power forecasting data could be used, the system operation is still simulated hourly, and, thus, the cost function (defined as the accurate cost function), the monthly constraints, and the short-term constraints are the same as in the typical method introduced above. In addition, for the subsequent months, since the load forecast accuracy is lower and no wind power forecasting results could be used, the system operation is simulated monthly, and the cost function (defined as the rough cost function) only contains the coal consumption cost of thermal power units, to ensure the economy of the model, and only the monthly constraints are considered. The short-term constraints, which require the prediction data with high accuracy and large-scale calculation, are abandoned in the subsequent months. The electric energy completion situation in the completed month involves the formulation for the next month as an input. Additionally, it is constrained by the annual constraints with the electrical energy of the scheduling month and the subsequent months. The process is shown in Figure 2 . modelling strategy for the monthly energy-trade scheduling is presented. The system simulation is former-accurate and after-rough. The remaining months are decomposed into the scheduling month and the subsequent months. The scheduling month is the next month after the decision point, and the subsequent months include the months after the scheduling month to the end of the year. For the scheduling month, since the load forecast accuracy is higher and wind power forecasting data could be used, the system operation is still simulated hourly, and, thus, the cost function (defined as the accurate cost function), the monthly constraints, and the short-term constraints are the same as in the typical method introduced above. In addition, for the subsequent months, since the load forecast accuracy is lower and no wind power forecasting results could be used, the system operation is simulated monthly, and the cost function (defined as the rough cost function) only contains the coal consumption cost of thermal power units, to ensure the economy of the model, and only the monthly constraints are considered. The short-term constraints, which require the prediction data with high accuracy and large-scale calculation, are abandoned in the subsequent months. The electric energy completion situation in the completed month involves the formulation for the next month as an input. Additionally, it is constrained by the annual constraints with the electrical energy of the scheduling month and the subsequent months. The process is shown in Figure 2 . In the actual application, the monthly electrical energy-trade scheduling is rolling when scheduled from the start of the year to November of that year. During each decision period, the completed energy of each generation unit is applied to correct the energy target of the remaining months.
Mathematical Model

Objective Function
The objective function of the monthly energy-trade scheduling model is to minimize the sum of total costs for the remaining months. As mentioned above, to improve the feasibility of the model and the solving efficiency, the accurate cost function 1 F is used in the scheduling month, and the rough cost function 2 F is used in subsequent months.
Accurate Cost Function for the Scheduling Month
The accurate cost function for the scheduling month is the total costs of all the different types of units in the scheduling month, which consist of the operational costs of the condensing thermal power units and operational cost, the steam extraction thermal power units, the curtailment cost of In the actual application, the monthly electrical energy-trade scheduling is rolling when scheduled from the start of the year to November of that year. During each decision period, the completed energy of each generation unit is applied to correct the energy target of the remaining months.
Mathematical Model
Objective Function
The objective function of the monthly energy-trade scheduling model is to minimize the sum of total costs for the remaining months. As mentioned above, to improve the feasibility of the model and the solving efficiency, the accurate cost function F 1 is used in the scheduling month, and the rough cost function F 2 is used in subsequent months.
(1)
Accurate Cost Function for the Scheduling Month
The accurate cost function for the scheduling month is the total costs of all the different types of units in the scheduling month, which consist of the operational costs of the condensing thermal power units and operational cost, the steam extraction thermal power units, the curtailment cost of the wind Processes 2019, 7, 771 6 of 18 power units, the abandoning cost of the hydropower units, and the peak shaving cost of the nuclear power units.
The nomenclature of variables can be found in Appendix A. The operation costs of the condensing thermal power units are composed of the coal consumption cost, deep-peak-regulation cost, and start-up and shut-down costs.
The operation costs of the steam extraction thermal power units include the coal consumption cost, deep peak-regulation cost, and the start-up and shut-down costs.
The wind power curtailment cost is:
The hydropower abandoning cost is:
The nuclear power peak-regulation cost is:
3.
Rough Cost Function for Subsequent Months
The rough cost function is reduced to the sum costs of thermal units in the sequence months, including the condensing thermal power units and steam extraction thermal power units.
Constraint Conditions
Short-Term Constraints
To ensure the feasibility of the monthly energy-trade scheduling, the short-term constraints limit the operation status of the units in each time interval of the scheduling month. The operation constraints of various units, and the power balance constraint and spinning reserve constraints are considered.
The short-term constraints of the condensing thermal power units include the maximum and minimum output constraints, ramp rate constraints, and minimum start-off time constraints. The constraints considered are as follows.
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The short-term constraints of the steam extraction thermal power units include the maximum and minimum output constraints, ramp rate constraints, minimum start-off time constraints, thermoelectric relationship constraint, reserve capacity constraint, and thermal balance constraint. The constraints considered are below.
In the short-term constraints of wind turbines, the wind power output should be equal to or less than the forecasted wind power. The constraints considered are below.
The short-term constraints of the hydropower units are composed of the upper and lower limits of the reserve capacity, the upper limit constraint of the water flow for generating power, and the maximum output constraint. The constraints considered are below.
The nuclear power units perform the 15-1-7-1 power generation mode, which means that the nuclear power units maintain the state of full power generation for 15 h, and then decrease to the state of low power generation within 1 h. Then the nuclear power units maintain the low power generation state for 7 h, and return to the full power generation state in 1 h. The constraints considered are below.
The power balance constraint of the system is:
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The up and down spinning reserve constraints of the system are:
Monthly Constraints
The monthly constraints limit the monthly scheduled energy in the scheduling month and the subsequent months, to ensure that the energy allocated in each month can be used to reasonably formulate the daily dispatching. The constraints include the upper and lower limits of the monthly power generation energy of various units and the monthly electricity balance constraint.
The monthly operation rate of the units in the monthly constraints of the condensing thermal power units is defined as:
Then, the upper and lower limit constraints of electrical energy of the condensing power units are as follows:
The electrical energy balance constraints of the steam extraction thermal power units are:
The monthly electrical energy constraints of the wind turbine, hydropower unit, and nuclear power unit are: 
The balance constraint of the monthly electrical energy is:
Annual Constraints
The energy generated in the completed months, the scheduled energy in the scheduling month, and the scheduled energy in the subsequent months constitute the total annual energy of each thermal power unit.
where the electrical energy of the completed month is the input, and the amount of electricity in the scheduling month and the subsequent months is constrained by the annual fairness constraints as the 
The annual transaction energy is composed of the tie-line energy, the generation right transfer trading energy, and the trading energy of large consumers.
The completion rate of the annual base electrical energy of the total thermal power units, ρ T is defined as the ratio of the optimized annual base electrical energy of all thermal power units and the expected annual base electrical energy of all thermal power units.
According to the National Development and Reform Committee of China's guide on strengthening and improving the regulation of power generation operation, the deviation threshold of the completion rate of the annual base electrical energy of each thermal unit is defined as λ%. The allocated fairness constraint for the annual base electrical energy of thermal power units is as follows:
Simulation and Analysis
Simulation Condition
For the solving methods in this paper, since it is actually a large-scale mixed integer quadratic programming model, the Branch Bound (BB) methods, for instance, could be applied. In the case studies, we used the IBM CPLEX Business optimization software to solve the monthly energy-trade scheduling problem in the test system.
The test system consists of four condensing thermal power units, two steam-extraction thermal power units, one 600 MW hydropower station, one 250 MW wind farm, and one 60 MW nuclear power station. The simulation process of monthly energy-trade scheduling is shown in Figure 3 .
April is assumed to be the scheduling month. The electrical energy and operation parameters and the operation cost coefficient of the thermal power units are shown in Tables 1-3, respectively. The thermoelectric relationship coefficient data of the thermoelectric units are shown in Table 4 . The characteristic parameters of the hydropower station and the reservoir are shown in Tables 5  and 6 , respectively. The monthly predicted hydropower electrical energy (PHEQ) is shown in Table 7 . The characteristic parameters of the reservoir are shown in Table 6 . The cost for deep-peak regulation is 500 ¥/MWh. Processes 2019, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 19
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results of April (the Scheduling Month)
Computational Performance Analysis
To verify the computational performance of the proposed approach, a simplified test system only including the thermal power units was simulated with simple constraints. The running time of the simplified traditional model on an hourly simulation was 1,024.92 s. The optimization of the traditional model did not converge because the calculation amount was excessive. However, the computational time using the proposed approach and model was 28.15 s. The computational speed was increased by 97.25%, and the computational volume was reduced effectively. The convergence of optimizing could be ensured when applying the proposed method and model.
Economy, Energy Conservation, and Emission Reduction Effect Analysis
The monthly scheduled energy of the thermal power units from April to December, according to the proposed method, are shown in Table 10 . For comparison, the monthly scheduled energy values of the thermal power units, according to the load rate deviation method, are shown in Table  11 . 
Simulation Results
Simulation Results of April (the Scheduling Month)
Computational Performance Analysis
To verify the computational performance of the proposed approach, a simplified test system only including the thermal power units was simulated with simple constraints. The running time of the simplified traditional model on an hourly simulation was 1024.92 s. The optimization of the traditional model did not converge because the calculation amount was excessive. However, the computational time using the proposed approach and model was 28.15 s. The computational speed was increased by 97.25%, and the computational volume was reduced effectively. The convergence of optimizing could be ensured when applying the proposed method and model.
Economy, Energy Conservation, and Emission Reduction Effect Analysis
The monthly scheduled energy of the thermal power units from April to December, according to the proposed method, are shown in Table 10 . For comparison, the monthly scheduled energy values of the thermal power units, according to the load rate deviation method, are shown in Table 11 . The thermal power generation cost was calculated according to the average coal consumption cost coefficient in Table 3 . During the period from April to December, the thermal power generation costs, according to the proposed method and the load rate deviation method, were ¥ 1,388,520,214.3 (¥ 1.388 billion) ¥ and ¥ 1,397,646,068.9 (¥ 1.397 billion), respectively. Compared with the load rate deviation method, the proposed method could save ¥ 9,125,854.6 (¥9.126 million).
The total scheduled energy values of thermal power units in the scheduling month were 61,654.1 MWh when the presented time-sequence simulation method was applied in the simulation and 58,162.0 MWh when the load rate deviation method was applied. The energy of renewable energy units generated by the time-sequence simulation method and the benefits of energy conservation and emission reduction were verified.
If the operating cost of various types of units, the deep peak-regulation cost, and the start-up cost of thermal power units were considered in the scheduling month, then the total comprehensive generation cost from April to December with the time-sequence simulation method was ¥ 1,389,168,214.3 (or ¥ 1.389 billion).
Feasibility Analysis
The hourly power output curve of each thermal power unit in April (the scheduling month), according to the presented method is shown in Figure 6 . The hourly output of each power unit in the scheduling month with the time-sequence simulation method can be obtained under the premise that the reliability of the generator and system operation is guaranteed. With the time-sequence simulation method, all the constraints together could ensure that the power output of each power unit is close to the actual operating conditions, which means a higher feasibility could be ensured. The thermal power generation cost was calculated according to the average coal consumption cost coefficient in Table 3 . During the period from April to December, the thermal power generation costs, according to the proposed method and the load rate deviation method, were ¥ 1,388,520,214.3 (¥ 1.388 billion) ¥ and ¥ 1,397,646,068.9 (¥ 1.397 billion), respectively. Compared with the load rate deviation method, the proposed method could save ¥ 9,125,854.6 (¥9.126 million).
The hourly power output curve of each thermal power unit in April (the scheduling month), according to the presented method is shown in Figure 6 . The hourly output of each power unit in the scheduling month with the time-sequence simulation method can be obtained under the premise that the reliability of the generator and system operation is guaranteed. With the time-sequence simulation method, all the constraints together could ensure that the power output of each power unit is close to the actual operating conditions, which means a higher feasibility could be ensured. 
Fairness Analysis
The monthly energy-trade scheduling is simulated, according to the presented method, when considering the completed rate thresholds (CRTs) for different annual base electrical energies. The total costs based on different CRTs are shown in Table 12 . 
The monthly energy-trade scheduling is simulated, according to the presented method, when considering the completed rate thresholds (CRTs) for different annual base electrical energies. The total costs based on different CRTs are shown in Table 12 . From Table 12 , it can be seen that the relationship between the total cost and CRT are negatively correlated. With the increase in CRT, the relative optimization space of the monthly energy-trade scheduling became larger, so that there could be a more economical way to revise the monthly energy-trade scheduling. However, due to the increase in CRT, the fairness of generation scheduling was weaker. Therefore, the contradiction between the power generation units and the dispatching department was sharper. According to the current national regulations in China, the CRT was set to 3%. With the gradual improvement of market mechanism for electricity, the CRT could be adjusted more reasonably, according to the proportion of fairness and economy of the monthly energy-trade scheduling.
Rolling Correction Results during the Whole Year
The scheduling month was moved from January to December. The monthly energy-trade scheduling results for the whole year after the rolling correction are shown in Table 13 . Thermal Power plants
Conclusions
A new time-sequence simulation method for monthly energy-trade scheduling is presented in this paper. The feasibility of the presented method is validated at the theoretical level using a case study. The segment modeling strategy is applied to simulate on an hourly basis for the scheduling month and for the sequence months on a monthly basis. In the power systems integrated with large-scale new energy power, multiple factors such as the generation coordinate among various types of power units, equitable distribution of electrical energy, and system operation reliability could be comprehensively considered in the monthly energy-trade scheduling process.
The results of the case study verified the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
• The characteristics of wind power, nuclear power, hydropower, thermal power, and combined heat and power (CHP) generators were comprehensively considered. Therefore, the consumption capability of renewable energy power can be improved, according to the presented monthly energy-trade scheduling method. Thus, the energy saving and emission reduction benefits can be improved.
•
By efficiently managing the balance of the annual base electrical energy completion rate of each thermal power unit, the monthly energy trade scheduling fairness can be ensured in a better way.
Because the necessary operating constraints in the short-term time-scale could be easily introduced into the mathematical model for the scheduling month, the feasibility of the monthly energy-trade scheduling could be improved significantly. This improvement can lay a good foundation for daily dispatching.
The limitation of this study is that it does not involve an experimental study. Therefore, in future studies, this method might need to be modified according to the actual operating conditions. These conditions may be the number of power plants in a regional power grid, calculation time limit, etc., which may improve the practicality of the proposed method. 
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Appendix A NOMENCLATURE
Operating cost of pure condensing thermal power unit i at time t f CQ (k, t)
Operating cost of extraction steam thermal power unit k at time t f w (l, t)
Operating cost of wind unit l at time t f m (s, t)
Operating cost of hydropower station s at time t f n (v, t)
Operating cost of nuclear plant v at time t a i , b i , c i Fuel cost coefficients of pure condensing thermal power unit i P t
CN i
Power by the pure condensing thermal power unit i at time t M Average cost of deep peak regulation of thermal power units The generation energy that the pure condensing thermal power unit i has generated until decision time 
